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Chairman’s Letter

Dear All,

Firstly, it is both a pleasure and an privilege to join the SRJ team as Chairman. Since my appointment in November 2019, I have 

spent time understanding SRJ’s business, its culture, people and processes. I have worked with the Management team to refine 

and clarify strategy and identify the roadmap of activities that will drive implementation.

It is an accepted proposition that a Company should be prepared for all eventualities but the pace of recent events is 

unprecedented.  In meetings with the senior team, however, I have been hugely impressed with the SRJ’s proactivity and speed 

of response. The significant reduction of economic output has seen a marked change in the profile of opportunities but the SRJ 

team has been highly adaptive, positioning the firm to meet immediate industry needs. We have approached prospective clients 

with Business Continuity planning proposals and launched a supply chain disruption solution to ensure facilities can manage 

containment solutions in such circumstances.  The team is responsible, reactive and resourceful in responding to client needs, 

securing new revenues while managing cost.

The Board met on 18th March and agreed to take immediate and decisive action to protect the business. The goal is to increase

our cash runway for as long as possible given the likely prospect of the proposed IPO being delayed until markets recover. SRJ 

has a small talented team with proven capability and it is critical that we harness these capabilities for the benefit of our

customers and partners. The Board has targeted four key areas in its response:

1. Reassess target clients:

Current activities are detailed over the page and we are shaping our customer proposition to prioritise short-term

revenues and cash flow.

2. Minimise Cash burn:

We have undertaken a review of all overheads and taken immediate steps to minimise/defer these wherever possible in 

order to increase the cash runway. We have requested all staff to sign up to a cooperation agreement to reduce 

salaries to 75% of contractual terms, for a temporary period commencing April 2020; I have personally indefinitely 

deferred 100% of my Directors’ fees.

3.           Continue IPO preparation:

We are in the depths of due diligence with various legal and accounting parties in preparation for the IPO and until 

recent events were on target for a May/June listing.  We intend continuing with the process to ensure we are ready for 

an immediate listing when markets reopen. Being first to the market in such circumstances could prove very beneficial 

to the fundraise and our presence in the market.

4.           Continue Pre-IPO fundraising:

We have requested regulatory approval to expand our Pre-IPO fundraising activities to a wider audience in order to

increase the cash runway. The terms of the convertible loan note allowed for an additional A$2m raise above the 

proposed A$5m. Further details on this appear later in this update. Fundamentally, nothing has changed and we are 

still an attractive investment offering, with significant growth opportunities.

These are undoubtedly challenging and unprecedented times but we are fortunate to be an agile and adaptable business, debt-

free (with exception of the convertible notes) and with low fixed costs. We know how to run a lean business and be efficient in 

our practices.  While some firms will not survive this crisis, I’m confident that SRJ will emerge from it as a stronger, more

formidable enterprise.

Yours faithfully

Robin Pinchbeck

Chairman -SRJ Technologies Limited



1.0 Sales and Commercial Traction

SRJ had a deliberate, considered strategy of focussing efforts on a small number of high value client prospects to generate 

significant revenue streams. As these clients take time to assess and react to the changing market, we will continue to 

communicate and be ready to respond when needed. What this has provided is the scope for our team to focus on the 

immediate opportunities presenting themselves. Many plants are deferring shutdowns therefore dramatically increasing their 

integrity risk. This presents a major business opportunity for businesses that can adapt quickly to meet this demand.

We are seeing far more exposure to senior employees at facilities as they look to ensure the asset integrity of their plants. The 

larger service providers are experiencing significant internal distractions as they attempt to manage their workforce alongside 

various other challenges. This has had a significant impact on their ability to respond to integrity issues at facilities. Being a 

small, adaptable team we have been highly responsive to requests for assistance. Individually, these are small revenue 

generating items but, whilst others struggle to react to unprecedented circumstances, we are building a solid foundation of 

clients. The exposure we have generated cannot be underestimated and we are confident of expanding these relationships.

1.1 CSBP

We have been approached by CSBP, the major Chemicals supplier (https://www.csbp.com.au/) to repair a leaking ammonia 

nitrate valve using a bespoke SRJ encapsulation unit. SRJ were the only provider that were responsive to the requests for 

assistance. It was designed by our SRJ Perth Team in 5hrs and has since been approved by CSBP as a compliant design on 

27th March. Order was passed through EnerMech as they will install and we received AS$9k PO from EnerMech to supply the 

unit. We have sourced the materials despite there being limited stock. Other positive impacts from this include:

• Provides us an asset reference point for SRJ Encapsulation units

• Positions SRJ to take advantage of future requests from CSBP given high service levels

• Raises our profile with EnerMech as we are now introducing them to future revenue streams 

• Raises our profile with wider industry - we are a highly responsive, lean organisation that can adapt and provide 

solutions to clients despite challenging circumstances

1.2 Alcoa

Alcoa, one of the world’s largest integrated bauxite mining, alumina refining and aluminium smelting systems (www.alcoa.com) 

have agreed that we produce a 12” MSRC for immediate trial installation at their Pinjarra facility. If successful, we can invoice full 

commercial cost for this unit (A$10k), and will allow us to attack the circa 1+ a day they install at that site. This equates to

A$3.6m (£1.8m) per annum with Gross profit margin of approximately 50%. Successful results will be shared their two other 

alumina refineries at Kwinana and Wagerup which have similar numbers. So in total this opportunity could be worth approx. 

A$10.9m (£5.4m) of revenue per annum. They have three further refineries globally as well..

1.3 Supply Chain Disruption Opportunity

We approached nine facility owners at an early stage of the COVID-19 outbreak to highlight the potential impact on the supply 

chain. Travel restrictions would disturb supply logistics to the point where raw materials became a critical issue for containment 

management. We (alongside Enermech, Impact Engineering and SixDe) offered to stock the necessary raw materials (steel and 

consumables) locally and provide the resources (design expertise, machining capability and manpower) to utilise this material

for the rapid manufacture and installation of leak containment and integrity management solutions. 

The basic principle was to stock approx. A$17k of raw materials on their behalf which equates to two MSRC repairs a month for

six months. This equates to an SRJ product value of A$250k per customer. This once gain ensures that they come to us in the 

short term for such containment issues and, with the confidence we have in our solutions, lead to further product requests going

forward. The Engineering team have recommended to procurement to proceed at both BP Kwinana and CSBP. One refinery 

(Caltex) have said they do not wish to hold stock but were keen to use us for the next requirement and we are waiting to hear

back from the others. The other facilities are Mitsui Waisia, Yarrow, Connect Philip’s Brisbane, Santos, Clough, and Impex 

Darwin.



1.0 Sales and Commercial Traction (continued)

1.4 EnerMech Australia Stock Order

We are still working hard to get this over the line in frustrating circumstances with EnerMech. We have been extremely proactive

in providing requotes alongside supporting evidence of the demand for specific sizes locally. The New quote is for A$600k+ 

(£300k) this will be split into batches with the first being A$105k (£52.5k) this week. We are then awaiting confirmation from local 

operators such as BP and ConnocoPhilips in respect of favoured clamp sizes to ensure EnerMech hold the correct sizes and the 

remaining purchases order will be issued.

1.5 SBM Offshore

We have been in detailed discussions with SBM (www.sbmoffshore.com) Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) Team. They 

require assistance with the planning and implementation of a new asset integrity and maintenance management system with a 

focus on containment management issues.  We have submitted proposals and have just revised this to reflect remote working 

on this phase of the job - value £24,720. This will provide us with high visibility for SRJ products as a solution and will also

embed us internally at SBM. 

A further proposal has also been issued to SBM for the development of a hose management and small-bore tubing management 

strategy - value £19,460. Again, this will assist us in embedding ourselves as a solution provider within SBM.  

We will be issuing a Business Continuity/Containment Management email to the Offshore Installation Manager and Integrity 

Manager on each SBM FPSO to start to build our profile across the SBM fleet. 

1.6 Petrofac

They specialise in the design and build of gas plants (www.petrofac.com). We have an NDA signed with initial work already 

being undertaken. The next stage will be a framework agreement to provide a wide range of services surrounding typical 

commissioning issues such as containment. Having moved from Petrofac to SRJ, key members of the engineering team are well 

versed with the services they require and, in these unprecedented times, we should be exploring every opportunity upon which 

to build revenues and cement our business offerings. We have already undertaken initial work which will be billable (US$5k) and 

we expect to see a steady stream of projects falling out of the framework agreement which will again provide visibility for our 

containment products. We are also aware they will need support on an ADNOC project but timings on this are unclear at 

present. 

1.7 EnerMech UK 

We are now in the process of mobilising three EnerMech sales people to promote our Business Continuity/Containment 

Management Proposition. Having considered the offering they have found that it resonates with their clients and so are 

committed to driving this offering. We are targeting the offshore market and selected onshore facilities. It is anticipated this might 

generate SRJ product containment opportunities

We have also been approached to tender to provide 40 Flange clamps (BoltEx) for bolt replacement purposes for depressurised 

lines at BP’s Etap platform in the North Sea (below). The shut down will occur in August 2020 and so we will need to be highly 

reactive to ensure we can deliver on time and win the work. 

1.8 Modec

They specialise in the provision of FPSO’s (www.modec.com) and we are in detailed discussions with Modec in Brazil and 

Singapore regarding specific applications for the use of SRJ couplings. We are also looking to roll out the Business Continuity 

/Containment Management email used for SBM to all of Modecs’ Offshore Installation Managers and Integrity Managers across 

their FPSO Fleet to raise the SRJ profile for its containment solutions.
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2.0 Other Activities

2.1 Australian Oil and Gas Exhibition

SRJ shared a large exhibition stand with our partners, Nexxis in what proved to be a very successful event for us with significant 

leads being made that we are now actively engaging in follow up.

2.2 Techno Seminars

We are in the planning stages of organising a webinar series that will promote the ‘SRJ message' via techno-seminars that will 

deal with the key subjects related to our services and containment solutions. The objective will be to engage with a wide but

targeted range of potential customers. 

2.3 Engineering

Significant time has been spent on the technical aspects of our products and the enabling documentation. We have vital testing 

to be undertaken on the clamp seals and on BoltEx to put us in a position to sell these products into the market - the current 

situation is hampering our ability to conduct and finalise such testing.

3.0 Pre-IPO Convertible Note terms

We have raised A$4.64m (£2.3m) and, as alluded to in the Chairman's letter, we are looking to extend the Pre-IPO raise and 

expect to close the round at a total of A$7m (£3.5m). The existing terms allow for a raise of up to A$7m but the repayment is

currently due early October 2020 if no IPO occurs. We are taking steps to renegotiate with existing note holders to extend this 

for a further 12 months to allow for markets to recover and we intend to offer 6% interest for this extended period. We will also 

need to extend the Pre-emption waiver agreed with shareholders at the AGM in 2019 which expires May 2020 which we will 

address at the next EGM.

A total of 47 investors have participated to date, with a lead institutional investor representing 47% of the invested amount. 

Positive meetings have also been held with a fund focused on industrial opportunities and a large Japanese industrial called 

Mitsui (www.mitsui.com) both of whom are interested in both the Pre-IPO and IPO. We are due to submit a feasibility document 

to Mitsui based on their existing facilities in Australia which would help support an investment in the Pre-IPO and then 

cornerstone the IPO round with A$3-4m. Paradigm Group have also shown significant interest in both the Pre-IPO and IPO 

rounds. Management are confident that they can achieve the remaining A$2m funding left in the Pre-IPO round with a mix of 

new and follow-on investors. We would then look to deduct the additional A$2m from the IPO round to reduce it to A$8m.


